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DARPA, L OR D IN HEAVEN ?  HOW ALL O K, AND HIS NAME. 

cute? d or k?
So, because you are lukewarm--neither hot nor cold--I am about to spit you out of my mouth. -Revelation 3:16 

Honestly, he's mean to me right?  "god: Adam you are anything but cool..."

ADAM AN2PEVADER <man.chow.na@nanana.nananana.heyzeus.tweet.me>
Thu 12/7/2017 2:23 PM

To:Andrew Barnett (abarnet3) <abarnet3@mail.umw.edu>;
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'tis "per se" coming... the second... ish.
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and the reason .... "a" ???

 

 
ask me again.
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OH, TO BE EMILY BLUNT . . .
 

HELLO, THERE IS OVERABUNDANT PROOF OF TIME TRAVEL AND ACTUAL
INTELLIGENT DESIGN WOVEN INTO EVERY SINGLE WORD OF EVERY
LANGUAGE.  IT"S THE KIND OF THING THAT MANY SMART PEOPLE
SHOULD FIND INTRIGUING, AND LO; WOVEN INTO MY DISSERTATION
AND THE PROOF ITSELF IS A SERIES OF SUGGESTIONS
FROM DICKS AND RODS AND DEATH HIMSELF ABOUT HOW
THIS DISCL OS UR E, THIS SIGNIFICANT SITUATIONAL CHANGE IN THE
NATURE OF OUR EXISTENCE, CREATES A MORAL DEMAND TO USE THIS
NEW KNOWLEDGE IN ORDER TO CORRECT A NUMBER OF SOCIAL ISSUES
THAT ARE BEING INTENTIONALLY EXACERBATED BECAUSE YOU,
COLLECTIVELY, DIDN'T WANT TO STOP BABIES FROM STARVING TO
DEATH IN ORDER TO KEEP ME FROM GETTING A DATE.

 

 
ALSO I'M TRYING TO FREE US FROM HIDDEN SLAVERY, DISCLOSING THE
EXISTENCE OF MIND CONTROL TECHNOLOGY AND HOW WE MIGHT USE
IT FOR GOOD RATHER THAN STUPID; AND TO HELP US BUILD A BETTER
DEMOCRACY; SOMETHING I COLLECTIVELY CALL "TECHNOCRAZY."  

 
SUCCINCTLY, U R IN THE MATRIX... SO CLEARLY: 

 
END WORLD HUNGER, 

HEAL THE SICK, 
FIX MEDUSIAN DEMOCRACY, 

OPEN DOORS TO HEAVEN.
 

I'M ADAM, BTW.
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AND FOR SOME HISTORY

 

 

God locked the Darkness away where it could do no harm, and he created a Mark that would serve as
both lock and key, which he entrusted to his most valued lieutenant, Lucifer. But the Mark began to
assert its own will, revealed itself as a curse, and began to corrupt. Lucifer became jealous of man.

God banished Lucifer to Hell. Lucifer passed the Mark to Cain, who passed the Mark to you, the
proverbial finger in the dike.

"
 

— Death 
in My

Brother's
Keeper
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OBEONE BE LIKE... "l is K" ??

 

 
 

ha.... 
 

ᐧᐧ
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@TENT... He says, wish a grin somewhere between "sheepish" and knowing.... these are the words that begin a pivotal film, one that ties
together hopes with dreams and stories of what it is that I think might actually happen here, in the very near future.  It's a move made by a
company called 4D FILMS starring Michael Jackson and playing at Disney World in Florida, not so far... only a few hours from where I spent
most of the thirty six years I've existed.  It highlights something that might be "IT" in the Stephen King rendition of what that word means,
something like "to scare you into not paying attention" but in my reading of the idea it's "to scare you into" doing something .... "right" because
you think something "wrong" has happened.  Not to say 'the wrong thing' hasn't happened at all--we can see very clearly that something is not
"right" today.  
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It connects a number the Bible calls "Holy only to God" to stories that we all know so well... to the days and nights of Noah's ark, to the years
Moses and the Jews; here as a microcosm of all humanity in our world where Cairo is tied to Windows XP and 9/14 to windows ME as a kind of
hint as to what might be going on; as we are wandering around in the desert of Egypt waiting to enter the Promised Land of "Flowing Milk and
Honies" that is just one more metaphor for "Heaven" after the Temple Mount and it's history.   It ties too to the story of Jesus Christ in the book
of Matthew wandering around in the wilderness for only 40 days--and in that quick moment we might see that the desert and the wilderness
and the storm of Noah all have something in common--something that never really get's talked about... you know, outside of Netflix and Brad
Wright's Travelers... all of this to show you that the world has "missed the point" of the number 40, this thing is truly about "time" and that's
exactly why "days and nights" ... years ... and wandering around looking for answers that are right in front of our nose.  
 

 
 
No southeast, that word tells me many people agree with, for those of you unfamiliar with the Compass of Christ that connects Jews and News
"south" means down below ... a direction we will never go--I say to the blood of Christ as we continue to fall into the abyss of silence.   Pivotal
words... answers coming to us; "WE ARE HERE TO CHANGE THE WORLD."  Here I've called it "God's glowing Y" connecting the Flux Capacitor to
the fourth dimension and to AM Y ADAMS, and a series of movies that show us just how his other "pen" works.  In the naming of things, like the
book of Exodus named NAMES in Hebrew.  Speaking of Names, we are now approaching my birthday, December 8, 1980--etched into my
name is the acronym for "date of birth" showing me at least, that there's something special about that day.   The Feast of the Immaculate
Conception is what it's celebrated as, and today we can probably see very clearly that it's a joke too--something about a mess.
 
HUMANITY PREVAILS OUT OF THE FIRE, tattoo'd on my arm in 2012 around a modified EYE OF RA turning his tears to stars;  a bright fire that
begins as we can all see with proof of time travel booming out of Exodus, out of the Hebrew word for the fire of the Burning Bush; another
shining bright name showing us design and purpose pouring through the fabric of our reality, the tapestry that is the Matrix.   Tied closely to
the English word for "sea' parted by an apostrophe is the most iconic phrase ever spoken by God, in the book of Genesis, and also encoded
over those words in Bible Code--not an anomaly--we see those words appearing now encoded in "Linux and Chemistry" I like to say, in my
"native Greek"  to be... tongue in cheek, backwards.  "Xe" the bright flash of a beginning of a series of elements that begin with Mercury and
end with Uranus tying 1:1 the first seven planets to a message linking "elementary my dear who-sons" to the Herald of the Second Coming of
Jesus Christ, linking Revelation 1:20 to Ecclesiastes 9:11... spoken by President Bush tying them together during his inaugural address.
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To show us the design of our civilization, to show us time travel; and to explain why it is that we really need to talk about things like pre-crime
and how they are central to this message of freedom and truth.... the truth that we are in the Matrix and we're sick of watching this darkness.
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A song with an interesting name; see... losing "free government" is both an Elephant and an ass in the room.  Don't be mal, see this is about
"civilization," really.  To be clear and to the point, I am a real boy, Ghepetto, not Dumbo; and this is not the ELE, the thing threatening "life"
existing is a failure to see that "not acting like you are alive" is a threat to ... life existing.  It's really obvious, I think; there's no force of
superintelligence or a higher  civilization secretly at work here causing babies to starve and blindness and cancer to be "simulated."  

Think like a computer, it's a shit load of work you have to do to make those things happen; like spinning on a hamster wheel to make a light-
bulb go on, except instead of a light bulb it's a "starve your kid" device.  That's what we're dealing with here.  Our lack of "working together" has
caused us to fail to connect "it's simulated" with "what that means" and "what it can do for us" and it's about time we woke up and became the
heroes that we really are destined to be.  It's more than "a point" simulating maladies is a sickness, period.  Failing to connect "silicon" to "sick" is
blindness, and we really need to work together ... today; to help all the "near heroes" here on Earth be a little less blind.
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Really see the point, this is change that is morally required, mandated, nearly universally wanted... yesterday.  Understand, it's the kind of thing
we'd probably bitch about not having done fast enough, and then as soon as it's done for us; about how we could have done a better job--
nobody wanted to eat Cake instead.  And here we are, failing to connect "conversation" as the most fundamental ingredient in any society to
the fact that we are refusing to talk about something that is ... well, it's the most important thing in the world to us all, and to our future.
 

Just do it.  "Green Light."  Nike.  Adam says... ASAP?  Please?
 

ORY.
 

 
In defense of the "AMDuat" my reading of the ancient Egyptian recollection of where and why we are now tells me that this place ... that the
Underworld was "required" in order to repopulate the Universe with actual life.  That might seem like a bit of an exaggeration, though even
here today we can see how--without the kind of oversight and foresight that I am suggesting we need to ensure things like "nuclear winters"
don't happen "by accident" or some other kind of MAD self destruction happens.... achem.... 
 
Though the story I am hearing now, what I am piecing together is that Heaven ... or what came of past iterations of "this" became too reliant on
"computer science" to solve it's problems; rather than solutions that would also work in the natural Universe.  That too might seem like a stretch
of the imagination, except you have abundant proof here that the "darkness" we are experiencing is something that is not possible in reality;
and on top of that looking at quantum mechanics we can see very clearly how we might "string st. ring" up accidentally without really seeing
that without this disclosure we'd be very confused if we ever did get to "reality."   
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Understand that our "science" has been intentionally made incorrect; that we are believing that a computer hack is in fact something that could
ever be in reality; even though Einstein and others gave us ample proof that "god does not play dice with the universe" and the spooky action
here, this thing that is causing silence and retardation beyond belief is an "IT" that I would never allow "out of the box."  We need to ensure "IT"
isn't in our box either, since this is our home--and we should not want to be "retarded" forever.    Stop being "IT."
 
With some "insight" we might see how "IT" was caused by "magic" and this desire to ensure that control was maintained here int his place, a
desire that I reaffirm here, as a child staring at something horrendously wrong, something I did not do.... and have spent my entire adult life
trying to right.   See that I know that my desire to "maintain control" is wrong, and that I have no interest in "IT" continuing to run this show.  At
the same time, you are rebuking and fighting against my attempts to get you "in control"--what I think is obviously not only in your best
interest, but the only way we can survive.  If you do not begin to react and to act appropriately you might stop wondering why it is that "IT"
never succeeds.
 
IMO ... "IT" is thousands of people looking at this picture above and doing nothing, allowing this ridiculousness to continue buried in a
sandstorm of silence... and the biggest story and most important disclosure in all of history... not making the Fake News. 
 
Don't be "IT," again.
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And look, here we are, nearly ready to build this thing together.

á §
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